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ZGLF-2x Intelligent Lightning Monitoring System  

(For Power Distribution Cabinet Only) 

1. 1. General 

ZGLF-2X intelligent lightning monitoring system（for Power Distribution Cabinet）

is capable of real-time and accurate monitoring of lightning current information 

(waveform, amplitude, date, and times), alarm action and alarm operating time, the 

status of high voltage arrester disconnector, along with the power frequency current 

detection interface, real-time monitoring power frequency current information.  

With 7-inch large-screen color LCD, the equipment operation status, various 

monitoring information can be completely displayed on real-time. 

The built-in high-capacity SD card memory realizes massive storage of monitoring 

information. Through the RS485 interface and GSM SMS module, the monitored 

data can be transferred to the host PC computer and the mobile phone of end user so as to 

guarantee in time and on real-time maintenance. 

With special system software, the stored waveform in SD card can be comprehensively analyzed and post-processed. 

2. Product Configuration 

Name Quantity Unit Remark 

standard 

ZGLF-2X intelligent lightning monitoring system 1 pc  

Lightning current sensor (including cable) 2 pc Flexible/Rigid，Length is based on actual 

application  

Main power source connection cable 1 pc Length is based on actual application 

Alarm signal connection cable 1 pc Length is based on actual application 

Standby power source connection cable 1 pc Length is based on actual application 

(optional) 

Lightning arrester detection cable   1 pc Length is based on actual application 

Optional 

RS485 communication cable 1 pc Length is based on actual application 

power frequency sensor (including cable) 2 pc Length is based on actual application 

GSM SMS Module 1 pc optional 

RS232 communication cable 1 pc Optional, 1.5 m 

ZGLF-2X system software 1 pc  

3. External dimensions 

340mm×220mm×127mm(L × W × H)，As shown in Figure.1 and Figure.2 

 

                              Figure.2 Back view 

Figure.1 Front view 
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4. Operating Environment 

5. Operating Principle 

When lightning strike occurs on power transmission lines and invades into distribution box through transmission cable. The high 

voltage arrester is activated and the lightning current will be discharged through PE line of high voltage arrester. This will cause a 

corresponding magnetic field around discharging area. The intensity of magnetic field related depends on strength of lightning 

current. According to the principle of electromagnetic induction, the lightning current sensor sleeved around PE line will induce 

corresponding signal info and through signal processing and high transmission AD the analog signal will be converted into digital 

signal. The processor calculates and processes the digital signal to form lightning current waveforms, amplitude, and other 

relevant parameter info.  

When there is large energy of the lightning current, high current and short circuit caused by over-voltage operation, the power 

distribution box vacuum breaker trips and the corresponding remote communication port will give a trip signal. By monitoring the 

remote communication ports trip signal, you can determine whether the vacuum circuit breaker tripped. We design a total of seven 

pairs of alarm monitoring channels, can be monitor seven of the switching signal including trip signal in the power distribution 

box.  

Processors collected lightning current information, short-circuit power frequency current and alarm action of distribution box 

information through coding and judging the relationship between them, output the information through the built-in LCD, RS485 

interface and GSM SMS module (optional). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item Specified value 

Power supply AC 220V±22V；50Hz±1Hz or DC +22V～+48V。 

Temperature -10℃～40℃ 

Relative humidity ≤95% 

Atmospheric pressure 62kPa～106kPa 

1. Intelligent lightning monitor 

2. Lightning sensor 

3. ZGZH-80 combined high voltage SPD BOX 

(570*400*580) 

4. 10kV high voltage arrestor 

5. 10kV isolation post. 

6. Signal line of sensor & Infrared detector. 

7. Open-circuit signal line of high voltage vacuum 

breaker 

8. Phase A input terminal of high voltage vacuum 

breaker 

9. Phase A output terminal of high voltage vacuum 

breaker 

10. High voltage vacuum breaker 

11. External power for intelligent lightning monitor 

12. Heat explosion disconnect  

13. Lightning monitor signal  

14. Server  

15. Computer 

16. Infrared detector. 

17. GPRS module & antenna 
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6. Technical Specifications 

6.1 Performance 

Table 1 Machine performance 

Item Index 

Range (kA) ± (5～100) 

Detection error% ≤±10 

Front time detection error% (8/20us) ≤10 

Half time to peak detection error% (8/20us) ≤10 

Memory capacity Maximum support 32G SD card 

Alarm time Year, month, day, hour, minute, second, millisecond, microsecond 

Lightning strike time error ≤±1us 

Continuous lightning strike response time ≤10ms 

Monitoring channel 

Lightning current sensor 2pcs 

Power frequency current 2pcs 

Alarm signal 7Pairs 

Thermal explosion disconnect signal 3pcs 

Communication RS485 and GSM SMS 

Protection level IP30 

Average system power consumption W ≤10 

Volume (L x W x H) 340mm×220mm×127mm 

Weight (Kg) 3.3 

6.2 Features 

6.2.1 The system can monitor the waveform, amplitude, polarity, and time of occurrence of lightning currents. 

6.2.2 The system can monitor the waveform, amplitude of power frequency currents. 

6.2.3 The system has a 7-inch LCD display, can display device status on real-time and show various monitoring info. 

6.2.4 The system can check historical data. 

6.2.5 With large capacity memory cards, the system can store info of lightning current, frequency current, alarm signal, thermal 

explosion. 

6.2.6 The System has the function of self –check & self-reset for check of remote device parameters, historical records, time 

synchronization, and for reset of factory settings.  

6.2.7 With the function of GSM wireless communication module and RS485 communication data transmission, the system can 

send the monitoring info, equipment failure alarm info to the user's mobile phone, also can send the monitored data info 

to the host computer through the RS485 communication interface. 

6.2.8 Users can also connect host computer, through the system software to query the related record, read the system info, 

restore the factory settings, modify the ID, reset the system, clear store records, set the timer, set time interval for sending 

device status, read the latest alarms, query the alarm records by key time points. 

6.2.9 Host computer software can analyze and post-process the stored waveform records in the SD card. 

6.2.10 System software can upgrade online via SD card. 

6.2.11 Automatic alternative switching of main power source and standby power source can guarantee reliable operation of 

system. 
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7. Software 

  

The main interface Figure                      Waveform display interface diagram 

8. Host computer system software 

ZGLF-2x host computer software developed for ZGLF-2x Lightning monitoring system is a kind of integrated analysis software 

with the function of waveform processing, alarm records check, slave computer configure management. The software can process, 

analyze and display the stored waveform records in the SD card for presenting in an intuitive graphical waveform image for the 

users to check and analyze the restored info. Users can use computer COM port (serial port) to connect the system for info check 

and configuration management. The software structure diagram is as follows: 
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ZGLF-2x Host Computer System Software

  

ZGLF-2x host computer system software                          Waveform Analysis Interface 

 Waveform analysis and processing: Through reading SD card waveform record data it can display the actual lightning 

waveform graphics and can zoom in & out,  as well as move horizontally and vertically the waveform or operate on partial 

local position of waveform. User can easily use the measuring line to display the amplitude, time at corresponding location 

point of waveform and can check the expected peak value percentage through quick software calculation and analysis 

processing. 

 Alarm record check: The software can analyze and process the saved alarm record data and extract the alarm record data 

into LCD frame (ID record, alarm mode, recording time, lightning strike times, lightning current amplitude, etc.). 

 System configuration management: Users can connect the system through computer serial port to acquire the checked info 

of device status and status of system configuration. For example: system configuration, system operation status, lightning 

records, SIM number management. 
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9. Installation and usage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Sichuan Zhongguang Lightning Protection Technologies Co., Ltd. 

Address：No. 19, Tianyu Road, Western Park, Chengdu Hi-tech Zone, Chengdu, China 

Zip code： 611731 

Email：info@zhongguang.com 

       zhongguang@vip.163.com 

fax：（+86 28）87843532                                      

Tel：（+86）400 682 1987 

（+86 28）66755400,86082899,86083899 ext 2070 
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